
LEATHBR & VINYL (HEAT CURE)
REPAIR KIT INSTRUCTIONS

30-033
CONTENTS: 7 heat cure repair compounds, 2 vinyl adhesive (24 hour dry time), mixing bottle, grain texture release paper, backing fat
spatula, heat transfer tool, color match guide (on reverse side). Read all steps before making repair. Practice vinyl included-
Clean area needing repair€d, leaving no soapy residue. Trim off any loose threads or damaged pieces of
vinyl or leather.

Step I Backing Fabric- only used for holes or tears where you can get your finger under and around the
damage.
Cut the fabric, included in this kit, slightly larger than the damaged area and insert it into and under the damage.
If there is a depression under the damaged, fill it in with cotton. This will support the repair job and it provides a
base for the repair compound.

_@se-!g rpellI4 to 4ppl1v-inyl Arlheslve-iqtojhe damage area untilsurfac-e is level
Nots fhe Vinyl Adhesive will shrink when it dries, leaving a slight void, which is then filled in with
the color repair compound.)
For rios or tears: Use the spatula to apply the Vinyl Adhesive under both edges and center to hold
backing fabric in place. Allow adhesive to fully dry, may take up to 24 hours.

Step 2 Mix the color repair compound:
Use the spatula and thoroughly mix color. If color matching, use the spatula and transfer the color(s) into the
empty mixing bottle. Mix color thoroughly. For color matching assistance, refer to the reverse side of this page.
Wipe off spatula with a paper towel.

Step 3 Apply color repair compound:
Holding the spatula in a 45 " angle, apply a thin layer of repair compound to fill the damage.
Do not over-fill damage with repair compound. Overlap 1/8" around damage with repair compound.
Smooth and even application : Great Repair.

Step 4 Grain Texture Paper (reusable):
Draw an X on grain paper, place X on over the colored repair compound. (The pattern will transfer onto the
repair after it is cured.)

Step 5 Heat Curing Repair Compound: The repair compound requires 3500 of heat to cure.
Insufficient heat will result in a weak repair. Excessive heat can burn the grain paper and discolor the repair.
*It is essential that you do a practice repair on the enclosed piece of practice vinyl (stapled to grain paper
packet) to get familiar with the technique. Practice first.

L The heat transfer tool is a wood dowel with a round metal disc. You will need a home iron, stove top or
heat source. Use heat source of350o or greater to get heat tool very hot (usually around 2 nrinutes).
Never Iet heat transfer tool directly touch the vinvl or leather.

2. Immediately place the heat transfer tool on the X on the grain paper and move it in a slow, circular
motion for 2 minutes. When you take it off, the grain paper should feel very hot.

3. Allow the grain paper to cool for about 2 minutes. Slowly remove grain paper off.
(Peel from top to bottom, left to right)
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